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Course details & Bonuses 

STRATEGY THEORY 

Chart set up. Full break down of the elements involved to create the strategy. Bar by bar walkthrough of various different trade set ups you will encounter - 
and explanation of anticipating trade set ups, entry/stop loss placement/exits. Finer points of Entry criteria, Trade planning, Trade execution, and Trade exits. 
Clear explanations of why disciplined trade entry is priority for maximum use of risk reward criteria. Risk reward calculation. 

MONEY MANAGEMENT 

Fully explained methods to trade size correctly, to maintain a positive flow of income, and protect profits. Management of risk, and methods to avoid excessive 
drawdowns during any trade session 

TRADING ROUTINE 

Recorded trading routine showing exactly how I approach each trading session, complete breakdown of trade routine, including my well designed and used 
(by me everyday) trade routine checklist. How I plan my day, for everyday of the week. 

TRADING PSYCHOLOGY 

Techniques used by me to stay relaxed and stress free during any trade session. I also cover topics like, dealing with pressure from friends/family, how to 
remain on track to reach your goals, and tips for you to help keep trading fun! 

DOCUMENTS 

There is a PDF download of my trading checklist, for you to print off, and keep close to you at all times. 

There is a PDF download presentation of the chart set up too for your use, where you will find a link to the chart package. Also, In Video One there is a section 
on how to set up your charts correctly, I use an excellent charting package - trading view. The video on chart set up is preferred as I discuss particular tools I 
use, and that you will use as part of your trade routine. 

VIDEO ACCESS 

The videos are accessed through the members lounge on the website for you to access via a login and password, given to you on purchase of the course. You 
can visit the members lounge 24/7 to watch as many times as you wish, the videos are there for all members to access whenever they wish, as we have many 
members from all time zones. 

TELEGRAM MEMBERS GROUP 

We have a Telegram members group and all new members receive an invite to this once they start the course. This group has been a real hit, and it's a great 
way to hear from other traders and their approach, and we all use it to help and encourage traders in their journey. 

SKYPE SESSION 

I am also available for one-to-one sessions on Skype, giving the member a chance to discuss “face to face” any topic related to their trading journey. We also 
plan to do group Skype sessions for members to ask questions about the strategy and all related topics. These sessions will be done over the coming year, and 
members will be given plenty of notice to ensure maximum participation. 

ONGOING MENTORING 

My goal is to get you able to trade solo as soon as possible, I am available to all members via Email/Messenger/Telegram for any support. I find the best way 
to approach this is, if you have any queries, or you want a trade set up checked, you take a screen shot of the trade, with any notes for me to see, and send 
via email, and I will give you my feedback that way. You can do this as many times as you need, until we are both happy. 

RECENT UPDATES FOR THE WEBSITE 

I have recently added another section to the members area called “The Library” here you will find uploaded videos by me about various subjects, for example, 
trades of the day, or recent examples of trades. Chart Analysis etc. General subjects that I feel relevant at the time for members to watch and hopefully assist 
them in their journey. 

The website and members lounge is being constantly evaluated and content added to enrich the experience for Trade For Freedom members. 
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